Host Phil says:
Thank you
HTO_Ivanova whispers to Phil:
what is the room
Host Pam says:
no problem
Host Phil says:
I give up
Host Pam says:
:: waves to all the speckled people ::
HTO_Ivanova whispers to Phil:
hayden ooc
Cory says:
aww poor Phil!
Cory says:
Hya Pammers!!!!!
Host Phil says:
Yes Hayden OOC
Host Phil says:
It recognizes my name but not password
HTO_Ivanova says:
where is are ooc?
Host Pam says:
you only had to do it once Phil
Host Phil says:
I didn't do it yet
Host Pam says:
email NOC
Host Phil says:
Always changing things..sssssheesh
Host Pam says:
lol
Host Phil says:
<G>
Host Phil says:
I sorry folks
Brother_Bert (~quchant@oper.acalltoduty.com) has joined the conversation.
Host Phil says:
OOC will be whatever you use for Hayden
HTO_Ivanova says:
klord's lounge
Host Phil says:
Someone open it please
kate (~kate@hide-357C59.wp.shawcable.net) has joined the conversation.
Host Pam says:
ok I'm off ..........have fun
Cory says:
Bye Pammers!
Cory says:
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{ kate }}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}
Host Pam says:
:: waves ::
GCTO_Ashworth says:
Bye Pam
kate says:
yo yo
Host Pam (Pam@oper.acalltoduty.com) has left the conversation.
HCNS_Cutter (HCNS_Cutte@hide-1E889FBC.sympatico.ca) has joined the conversation.
HCNS_Cutter is away: I'm here... kinda.  
GFCO_Huang (IdrisACTD@1E09BB01.B1A25C86.71B5D894.IP) has joined the conversation.
Cory says:
Hya Idris!!!
Host Phil says:
Welcome
HTO_Ivanova says:
cory
GFCO_Huang says:
Hi everybody ...
GFCO_Huang says:
what is the OOC?
HTO_Ivanova says:
klord's lounge
GFCO_Huang says:
thx
Turkman (~Turkman@280B08ED.39B43826.3A97D053.IP) has joined the conversation.
Host Phil says:
Welcome
Turkman says:
::Bows:: Ahoy
HTO_Ivanova says:
klord's lounge
HTO_Ivanova says:
join the flogging
HTO_Ivanova says:
what was the main type of turkish torture?
Admiralla (admiralla@oper.acalltoduty.com) has joined the conversation.
Host Phil says:
They will continue even if morale improves
Turkman says:
So they do
Turkman says:
Hey Heather
Turkman says:
And... Turkish torture
Admiralla is now known as HCMO_Abbott.
Host HCMO_Abbott says:
Hey!
Turkman says:
::Rubs chin:: Well, to be quite frank, I'm not sure
HTO_Ivanova says:
the type i saw in lawrence of arabia?
HTO_Ivanova says:
good movie for the time
Joseph_7C (~Joseph_7C@hide-199C1FC0.dialsprint.net) has joined the conversation.
Cory is now known as GCNS_Smith.
HTO_Ivanova says:
we irish though do guerrila fighting better then arabs
Phil is away: Off looking for replacements
HCNS_Cutter has returned.
Turkman says:
Not sure how historically accurate Lawrence of Arabia would be
HTO_Ivanova says:
i know it isnt accurate
HTO_Ivanova says:
i red the seven pillars of wisdom
HTO_Ivanova says:
or some of it
HTO_Ivanova says:
but amazing he didn't display the type of racism towards arabs that the british and french officials did
HTO_Ivanova says:
he seemed somewhat ahead of his times when it came to the third world countries
HTO_Ivanova says:
he opposed colonialism
Turkman says:
Indeed
Turkman says:
Unfortunately, I know very little about Lawrence of Arabia
Turkman says:
We Turks are obsessed with Ataturk, you see
HTO_Ivanova says:
yep
HTO_Ivanova says:
colonel lawrence rejected a medal from the king
HTO_Ivanova says:
when the british decided to colonize teh middle east after ww1
Turkman says:
Indeed
HTO_Ivanova says:
i have a l ot of respect for him
Phil has returned.
HTO_Ivanova says:
and he proves that gay guys can fight
Turkman says:
::Shrug:: The Greeks proved that millenia ago
Turkman says:
But yes
Joseph_7C is now known as CTO_Nightcloud.
Turkman is now known as HOPS_Verradi.
CTO_Nightcloud is now known as HCTO_Nightcloud.
CJ-Tala (~Xia-Alezk@oper.acalltoduty.com) has joined the conversation.
HTO_Ivanova says:
cant believe the pope beatified a guy who allowed gas weapons to be used in ww 1
HTO_Ivanova says:
austrians not that happy with the decision
HTO_Ivanova says:
last hapsburg monarch emperor karl 1st
HTO_Ivanova says:
of austria
HOPS_Verradi says:
Don't know much about it, sadly enough
HTO_Ivanova says:
beatifications and sainthoods are purely political
Paul (~Paul@hide-347A74E9.wavecable.com) has joined the conversation.
HOPS_Verradi says:
Indeed?
HCNS_Cutter says:
One of the things people must keep in mind when studying history, however, is to keep their own personal values and beliefs out of it when examining events, etc.  You can not make judgments when you didn't live through it, therefore making your frame of reference different.
HTO_Ivanova says:
but chemical warfare
HTO_Ivanova says:
unexceptible
HTO_Ivanova says:
and a autocratic monarch to the core
Paul is now known as HXO_Cutter.
HTO_Ivanova says:
the guys who stood up to governments should be getting the honors of the 19th century
HTO_Ivanova says:
the true heroes
HCNS_Cutter says:
Out of your frame of reference though.  Not responsible historian if you are making value judgements.
HTO_Ivanova says:
i understand
HTO_Ivanova says:
what you are saying and agreeing
HTO_Ivanova says:
just a bit upset since it seems political decision they are making
HTO_Ivanova says:
d would calcium help with adhd at all?
HCNS_Cutter says:
Uh... what?!?
Brother_Bert (~quchant@oper.acalltoduty.com) has left the conversation.
HCNS_Cutter says:
And... no.
HCNS_Cutter says:
Don't think so.
CEO_Davidson (~whocares@hide-11FBCFEC.speede.golden.net) has joined the conversation.
HTO_Ivanova says:
but it helps in nerve impulses
CEO_Davidson is now known as HCEO_Davidson.
kate is now known as GCO_Matisse.
HOPS_Verradi says:
Perhaps you should ask your doctor?
CJ-Tala whispers to Phil:
::Waves hi to Phil::
HTO_Ivanova says:
i am just curious
HTO_Ivanova says:
i take concerta for day and small dose of ritalin for night
HOPS_Verradi says:
I'm not much of a biochemist
HOPS_Verradi says:
Or a pharmacist
Host GCO_Matisse says:
who is cap ?
HCSO_SoTsoh (~ACTDKarri@oper.acalltoduty.com) has joined the conversation.
Karen_7C (~actdree@hide-1FDD1AE5.chcgilgm.dynamic.covad.net) has joined the conversation.
Karen_7C is now known as HCO_Skye.
HTO_Ivanova says:
abbot Klords_lounge
Host Phil says:
The Hayden and Ganymede teams just had their first encounter with the Green entity and have beamed back to their ships.
Host Phil says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>
HXO_Cutter says:
::on the bridge::  HOPS:  Report...  do we have the AT back?
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
::Steps from the transporter and turns to look at the others, not quite sure where they were to go from here.::
HCMO_Abbott says:
::enters sickbay and avoids the glance of her cheif medic as she makes her way to her cubicle::
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Turns back to the HXO:: HXO: Aye sir. They're back.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@::Standing in the transporter room, waiting for all to return::
GCTO_Ashworth says:
@:: Materializes on the transpoeter pad on the Gany.::
GFCO_Huang says:
::@at his station running some diagnostics as well as making adjustments to keep the Ganymede in position::
HCEO_Davidson says:
::sits at engineering::
HCO_Skye says:
::Whisks off the transporter padd and toward the TL.::
HTO_Ivanova says:
::feeling horrible pain in neck ALL: ouch!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
::in the Transporter room::HTO: Stay Still Susan.
HTO_Ivanova says:
ALL: help!!
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCO: I am going to sue you.
HXO_Cutter says:
HOPS:  Good.  As we discussed, contact the Gany, tell them our intentions, then set a course for the quasar.
GCNS_Smith says:
@::Walks into the Transporter Room. He looks over at Joey as he steps onto the pad::
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
::Taps her commbadge.::  *CMO*:  We have a patient for you in the transporter room.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@All: seems like we made it in one peace
HCNS_Cutter says:
::watching, listening, scanning... and generally being confuzzled::
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCO: Captain
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCO: Or sue somebody.
GCTO_Ashworth says:
@:: Begins to rub the CO's shoulders after she nearly passed out on him on the station.:: CO: Are you alright, Captain?
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Arrives at the TL and orders it to the bridge.::
HCMO_Abbott says:
::jumps at the HCSO's comm to her, then touches her commbadge:: *CSO*: Acknowledged. I'm on my way.... ::rises to her feet and gets a medikit from the locker::
Host HCO_Skye says:
*XO*: We're back and I'm on my way to the bridge.
HOPS_Verradi says:
@::Nods and turns back around, keying in the necessary keys at the helm console to initiate a hail:: COM: Ganymede: This is the USS Hayden. Now that we have our away teams back, we are going to engage the orb in the quasar. Do you acknowledge?
Host Phil says:
Action: Energy readings from the outpost and the Quasar steadily rise.
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCSO: Ow, help on the way right?
GCNS_Smith says:
@::He looks towards Joey:: CO: I am glad that we did.
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
CTO/TO:  The doctor is on her way.
HXO_Cutter says:
*HCO*:  That's good cause we're out of here.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@CTO: I'll be fine thats, you better stop that, your wife might get jealous, lets get to the bridge all
HCEO_Davidson says:
::Sits down at the Helm::XO:Sir...the outpost power readings are rising along with the quasar....I dont like this
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCTO: Is there someone i can write a report to?
HCMO_Abbott says:
<Manning>CMO: Did you need me to go?
HCNS_Cutter says:
::smiles as she overhears the HXO and XCO::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HCSO: Good.
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCTO: Like avoid strange swords?
GCNS_Smith says:
@::He nods towards Joey and Kevin and heads for a Turbo Lift with them::
GCTO_Ashworth says:
@CO: Aye. :: Ceases the massage and heads out for the bridge.::
HCMO_Abbott says:
::glances at him as she leaves:: Manning: No, I'm fine...
HXO_Cutter says:
HCEO:  Set a course for the quasar Jay, then stand by
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HTO: Especially stange swords. ::grins::
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Is surprisingly crisp at this point. Not that that's going to necessarily last very long, but it's there for now for whatever reason::
HXO_Cutter says:
*HCTO*  Are you fit for duty?
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
::Motions her head toward the captain::  CTO:  I will stay here till the doctor arrives, you had best keep her in sight for now.
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Arrives on the bridge and walks out.......unfortunately still in the get-up::  XO: Report!
HCEO_Davidson says:
HXO:Aye Commander....Speed?
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
::touches his combadge:: *HXO*: Very fit sir.
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCSO: Think  you can do anything to help?
HXO_Cutter says:
*HCTO*  Then report to the bridge for duty and sound Red Alert... move mister
GCTO_Ashworth says:
@CO: Just making sure. You didn't look to well down on the outpost.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@::Takes the CNS's arm for support:: All: lets get in touch with the other ship
HTO_Ivanova says:
<edit Lt. So Tsoh>
HXO_Cutter says:
HCO:  Nice outfit...  have the whip to go with it?
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
HTO:  Possible, but the doctor is on her way, I would not want to do something that would interfere.
HCMO_Abbott says:
::heads into the turbolift and calls for the transporter room::
HOPS_Verradi says:
HXO: You know, I -can- sound red alert myself if you need it.
GFCO_Huang says:
@<OPS_Scanner> FCO: The Captain arrived back in transporter room one, sir
HCNS_Cutter says:
::shudders:: HXO/HCO: Ewwwwwwwwwww!  Bad images!  Bad, bad, bad.
GCNS_Smith says:
@::Makes sure that Joey is steady::
Host HCO_Skye says:
HXO: I can replicate one easily enough.......
HXO_Cutter says:
HOPS:  You've done three jobs and done them well Verradi... but I want the bridge crew back.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HCSO: Stay with him Sin, I have to go.
GFCO_Huang says:
@*CO* Captain, Welcome back.
GCTO_Ashworth says:
@:: Walks close to the CO on the other side.::
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
::nods::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
::runs to the bridge::
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCSO: Is this goign to be permanent?
HXO_Cutter says:
HCO:  I'm making preps to take the ship to the quasar... we believe the orb is in there AND we believe that is the real enemy here.
HTO_Ivanova says:
HSCSO: I never broken anything.
Host HCO_Skye says:
HXO: I'll need that sword back when we get there.
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Does a sort barely perceptible half-shrug and continues waiting for a response from the Ganymede::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@*FCO*: Thanks, i'll be there soon, keep us close to the hayden
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
HTO:  I have no idea.  With luck, it is only strained.
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCSO: Odd how I don't seem to put the safety of the symbiant first.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@::Waits in the TL::
HXO_Cutter says:
HCO:  ::looks her in the eye::  You bet.  After you talk to the CNS and convince her you shouldn't be relieved of duty for being under the influence of an alien artifact.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
*HOPS*: Verradi I'm on the way, can you sound red alert for me?
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
HTO:  That is part of the training you missed.
HCMO_Abbott says:
::exits the TL and heads for the TR, entering quickly and looking around:: TO: SOmeone call for a doctor?
GCNS_Smith says:
@::He notices that the Turbo Lift has stopped. He walks out slowly with Joey and Kevin::
GFCO_Huang says:
@*GCO* Aye, ma'am
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
HCMO:  Here...
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCSO: All the previous host were like that.
GCTO_Ashworth says:
@:: Walks in and orders the TL.:: TL: Bridge.
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Raises his eyebrows and decides to allow a small breach of protocol:: *HCTO*: Fair enough. In your stead, I'll do that.
HCNS_Cutter says:
::steps forward and smiles sweetly:: HCO: I believe we're gonna kind of insist here, sir...
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCMO: I have broken cervical vertebrae.
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
HCMO:  She did harm to her vertebrae.
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCMO: Dr. abbot.
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
::Nods::  HCMO:  And now that you are here...
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@FCO: Report! :: Goes to sit in her chair with a large thud::
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
::Nods to Susan as she stands.::  HTO:  Good luck.
Host HCO_Skye says:
HXO/HCNS: That's why I was given the sword.......to kill whatever is in there...
GFCO_Huang says:
@COM: Hayden: Bridge: Ganymede to Hayden, Our captain arrived safely and is on her way up, how about you?
HTO_Ivanova says:
::turns eyes and looks at the doctor::
HOPS_Verradi says:
HXO: You don't mind if I do it when the Chief of Security asks, do you, sir?
GCNS_Smith says:
@::He makes sure Joey sits down and then takes his seat beside her::
HCMO_Abbott says:
::heads toward the HCSO:: CSO: Why wasn't she beamed directly to sickbay? ::bends down near the TO and scans her with her tricorder::
GFCO_Huang says:
<move last line before GCO>
HCEO_Davidson says:
HXO:Commander...I am showing some minor Power Flucuations in the Core....I will monitor it but I don't like this sir.
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCSO: Ivanovas are always impulsive.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
::steps onto the bridge, walks over to Tactical::
GCTO_Ashworth says:
@:: Exits the TL and goes to Tactical.::
HXO_Cutter says:
HOPS:  Nope
HCEO_Davidson says:
<Edit to Impulse Reactor>
HXO_Cutter says:
HCEO:  Very well... keep an eye on it.
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
::Exiting the transporter room, quickly makes it to the nearest turbolift.::  Computer, bridge.
HOPS_Verradi says:
COM: Ganymede: GFCO: We have our crew aboard, and as I said, we are preparing to procede to the orb and engage.
HCNS_Cutter says:
HCO: Uh huh.  Very likely.  But who gave it to you and what was their purpose?  Do you not find it odd that you are blindly acting out the wishes of an entity you can't identify?
GCTO_Ashworth says:
<Delete TL line out.>
GFCO_Huang says:
@GCO: we have the impulse power back, and are in a stable orbit, I just contacted the Hayden, ma'am
HXO_Cutter says:
HCEO:  Move us to just outside the quasar
HCNS_Cutter says:
::without heat or accusation, of course::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HXO: So hows the lucky victim?
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCMO: how bad is the damage?
Host HCO_Skye says:
HXO: Jayden take the bridge.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
<hows=whos>
HXO_Cutter says:
HOPS:  Prepare a class 1 probe and launch it into the quasar
Host HCO_Skye says:
HCNS: Counselor, with me.
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Heads for her Ready Room.::
HXO_Cutter says:
HCTO:  The orb I hope.
GFCO_Huang says:
@<GTO_Trigger> GCTO: All systems normal sir.
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Goes ahead and initiates red alert::
HCEO_Davidson says:
::turns the ship around and moves to 10 million killometers away::
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
::Catching the doctors last words.::  *HCMO*:  Because it was a group beam up.  As she was already here, we didn't want to do any further damage.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@FCO: Get me the CO on the comm
HCNS_Cutter says:
::shoots a look at Jayden before following Sam to her Ready Room::
GCNS_Smith says:
@::He looks towards the GFCO as he listens to the report::
Host Phil says:
Action: Energy readings from the quasar and Outpost take a huge jump.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HXO: Phasers and torpedoes ready Commander.
HCMO_Abbott says:
::shakes her head:: TO: Bad enough that you'll have to be beamed to sickbay directly from here.... *CSO*: Understood... thanks...
GCTO_Ashworth says:
@GTO: Excellent Mr. Trigger. I'll take over now.
HTO_Ivanova says:
::in pain screaming::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@::Sighs heavly, and digs her sword in the deck beside her chair::
GFCO_Huang says:
@GCO: The Captain of the Hayden, aye, ma'am
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
::As the turbolift stops, she steps of and goes straight to her station, wondering where Knight was at.::
HXO_Cutter says:
::ignores his sister...knowing that won't last for long::
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCMO: Great I probably have to have a neck brace.
HOPS_Verradi says:
HXO: Yes sir. ::Brings up a science readout on the console, prepares the probe, and shoots it off::
HCMO_Abbott says:
::taps her commbadge:: *HOPS*: I need a site to site Mr. Verradi... two to beam directly to sickbay..
Host HCO_Skye says:
::As she arrives in her Ready Room, she turns around making sure the CNS is with her and the door is closed.
GCNS_Smith says:
@::He looks towards the sword:: GCO: You do know that this is not regulation. ::He motions towards her sword::
GFCO_Huang says:
@COM: Hayden: Bridge: Ganymede to Hayden, Our captain would like to speak to your Captain
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
::Logs into her computer::  XO:  Anything I should be aware of?
GCTO_Ashworth says:
@:: Looks at his scanners.:: GCO: Readings from the outpost and the Quasar have taken a huge jump.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HXO: Power levels from the Outpost and the quasar have just spiked.
HCNS_Cutter says:
::quirks an eyebrow at the HCO and waits::
HXO_Cutter says:
HCSO:  Monitor the probe readings...  I want to know what we're getting into before we get into it for a switch.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@GCTO: Shall we back off some? scan for the orb
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
::Hearing Kii, pulls up the sensor readings and does a scan of the area.::
GFCO_Huang says:
@<GTO> GCTO: Aye, Sir ::relinquished controll of tactical::
HOPS_Verradi says:
*HCMO*: Acknowledged, doctor. ::Now brings up the Operations screen instead and initiates a priority site-to-site transport::
HXO_Cutter says:
HCTO:  Any idea why?
Host HCO_Skye says:
::She half leans/half sits on the front of her desk.:: HCNS: Along with the sword........and........well.......the fact that I'm now well-endowed for some reason.......I *know* that I have the sword to fight something.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HCSO: I'll send you what I have so far cousin, it is almost a reflex action.
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCMO: So, what vertebra specificaly in the cervical area.
GCTO_Ashworth says:
@GCNS: Neither is mine, Lt. GCO: Aye Captain. GFCO: Back us up please.
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCMO: where broken Dr. Abbout.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HXO: If I had to guess they are reacting to our offensive posture...
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
::Nods::  HCTO:  Reflexes are good.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@GCNS: I'm sure hacking off one of your fingers isn't regulations either...i know i know, but this isn't your everyday mission
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
::grins::
HXO_Cutter says:
HCTO:  Lovely...  shields to full, arm all phasers and photons
HOPS_Verradi says:
COM: Ganymede: You'll have to standby, Ganymede. She's currently in a meeting.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HXO: Shields up, weapons at your command.
GCNS_Smith says:
@::He brings up some information on his side console:: GCO: Just don't do anything that endangers the crew's wellbeing that cannot be justified. Remember Starfleet Command is made up of sticklers.
HCNS_Cutter says:
::nods, sympathetically:: HCO: I'm not arguing that fact.  I do, however, wish you'd take a minute to think about that.  Someone/something you don't know is causing you to act out their wishes.
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
That's odd...  HXO:  Commander... you should probably come have a look at this.
HCMO_Abbott says:
::disappears, then reappears with the TO:: TO: Don't speak... and don't move Mr. Ivanova... not until I get that spinal column secured... ::looks over at Manning:: Manning: Vince! Get me the osteostimulator and place Ms. Ivanova on full spinal support
HXO_Cutter says:
HCSO:  You assume I passed science at the Academy Sin...  give me the bottom line.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@CNS: You  mean old foggies that think that know all
GFCO_Huang says:
@COM: Hayden: Could you contact us if she is avaliable, please, thank you
HCNS_Cutter says:
HCO: We don't know their motives... their goals... anything!  What are you to accomplish, Sam?  For what purpose?
Host HCO_Skye says:
HCNS: Yes.......wishes to kill something wrong......something bad.  The desire to draw blood in itself is not a bad one.
GFCO_Huang says:
@GCO: The Captain is currently unavaliable, ma'am
HCEO_Davidson says:
HXO:SIr Power Fluxuations in the impulse reactors are getting worse.....but they are managable.
GCNS_Smith says:
@::Nods:: GCO: I have had negative dealings with them as well. Just remember that we need to be able to justify what we do. ::Smiles a bit::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@GFCO: Not exceptible, get her on the com now
GCTO_Ashworth says:
@:: Makes sure that the shields are up full.::
HXO_Cutter says:
HCEO:  Clamp it down... turn the helm over to Verradi and go to engineering if you need to.
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
::Raises an eyebrow at him, then turns back and points out the reading.::  HXO:  I am picking up a power source on the outpost.  A kind of energy link.  ::Looks at him.::  Itis feeding the quasar.
HCNS_Cutter says:
HCO: Alright.  I'll give you that one - the desire to draw blood is not necessarily bad.  But who decides what this "wrong" is?  Who has the right to make that decision.
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCMO: One of my host was a doctor so i know the termanology for vertebrae
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@CNS: I know what i need to do, i know i might cross that line, just a heads up
HCEO_Davidson says:
HCSO:Feeding the quasar? Can you send me the data?
GFCO_Huang says:
@GCO: I will try ma'am COM:Hayden: Our Captain insists on speaking to her, sir
HXO_Cutter says:
HCSO:  You're sure?  It's feeding the quasar, not the other way around?
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
::looks over at Sin hearing her report:: HCSO: What in the spirits could be doing that?
HCNS_Cutter says:
HCO:  I'm sorry, Sam... Captain.  But just blindly accepting this sort of thing is not normally something you'd do.
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Overhears the bit about power between the XO and CEO and brings up a quick display which would normally be easily reachable at his console... just not at helm::
HCEO_Davidson says:
HXO:My teams are on it now...but if needed i will have to go to Reactor Control
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
HCTO:  Someone or something in mind that I do not fathom.
HXO_Cutter says:
HCEO:  Acknowledged
GCNS_Smith says:
@::Sighs a bit:: GCO: Just remember what my job is Captain. When or if that happens I will be required.. ::Pauses knowing Joey knows what he means::
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
HXO:  I am going to inform the Ganymede of this data.  Perhaps they have an idea that I do not.
Host HCO_Skye says:
HCNS: Why have we had a Tactical Officer change into a.......green........monstor.  Why have the people on the station been changed into ghouls?  Something is doing this and it's expanding.  It needs to be stopped, Counselor.
HOPS_Verradi says:
HCEO: One of us ought to be working on that, Lieutenant. I can handle the helm while you're gone.
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
HXO:  Yes sir.  I am sure.
HCMO_Abbott says:
::works on securing the TO as Vince brings her the equipment:: TO: Well then, that's good becuase now I don't have to explain to you how important it is for you to keep still and try not to speak... the slightest movement could rupture half the nerves in your spinal column...
HXO_Cutter says:
HCSO:  Good idea.  Can we stop or block that beam?
HCNS_Cutter says:
HCO: Stopped?  Fine.  Killed or blooded?  Says who?
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@GCNS: I know i know
HXO_Cutter says:
HCTO:  Do you read any lifesigns on the outpost?
HCEO_Davidson says:
HOPS:If it becomes a real major problem....but it's managable right now...Thank you though
Host Phil says:
Action: The voices begin again and the swords begin to glow.~~~It must end here~~~
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
::checks for lifesigns::
GCNS_Smith says:
@GCO: I know you do. ::Notices the sword glow::
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
HXO:  Possible... let me run some data through to find out what exactly we are dealing with in that area.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@::Holds her head:: Self: not again
Host HCO_Skye says:
HCNS: This I don't know for certain, but......it feels like an all or nothing deal.
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
::COMMS the Ganymeded and passes the data along to their science officer.::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HXO: A few scattered lifesigns, I can't get any detailed data on them.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@FCO: tell them to hurry it up now! ::Stands up and starts to pace::
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Shakes his head and glances back at the power readings:: CEO: I'll go down if you don't want to, but this is not the sort of thing to give even an inch to.
HXO_Cutter says:
HCTO:  Hmmm...   can you blow the hell out of the source of that energy beam without killing any of those lifesigns?
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
::feels a sharp pain in his head hearing voices, winces::
GCNS_Smith says:
@::Hears the voice as well and looks towards Joey:: GCO: Yet again..
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
HXO:  Someone is mentally knocking at our door.
HCEO_Davidson says:
HOPS:Thank you and noted...I know my engines...don't worry...
HCMO_Abbott says:
::places the osteostimulator on the TO's neck and taps a few buttons:: TO: I'm going to try and repair the damaged bone tissue. It's important you stay completely still Ensign... ::begins the device to start working::
HXO_Cutter says:
HCSO:  Again?  Lovely....  what are they saying now?
GFCO_Huang says:
<GSO_Board> ::recieves the data and processes it::
GCTO_Ashworth says:
@:: Looks up as the CO is up pacing again.::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
::shakes his head:: HXO: I can't guarentee that there won't be a massive power feedback.
HTO_Ivanova says:
::Stays still::
HCNS_Cutter says:
HCO: Okay.  But rationally speaking - can we trust the lives of both crews to a feeling being created in you by an alien weapon?
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
::Excepts some data from the Gany and frowns.::  HXO:  The signature matches the Orb the Ganny has mentioned.  At this point, I am not sure how to block it... at least not by conventional means.
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCMO: Ma'am I am hereing something.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HXO: The origin is centered near the outpost reactor.
HCNS_Cutter says:
HCO: My immediate response is no, Captain.  You have to understand my hesitation, here...
Host HCO_Skye says:
HCNS: I'll go alone.  It has to be stopped, Kay.
HXO_Cutter says:
HCTO:  Could it be drawing power from the reactor?
HCMO_Abbott says:
::looks up at the TO:: TO: What are you hearing?
GFCO_Huang says:
<CSO_Board> GCO: We are recieving Data from the Hayden, ma'am
GFCO_Huang says:
<@>
HXO_Cutter says:
HCSO:  So get unconvential...  any ideas?
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HXO: It is possible.
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Does not like this insistence in the matter; power fluctuations of this sort were extremely serious. They couldn't simply be ignored. But, for some obscure reason putting the CEO's dignity above all else, he lets it slide:: CEO: Fair enough.
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCMO: Dr. It must end here.
HCEO_Davidson says:
HXO/HCSO:If we could find a way to block it....::gets an alarm::Sir...Permission to leave the bridge?
HXO_Cutter says:
HCTO:  Can you disable to reactor from here?
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
HXO:  The message says that this must end...
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@GSO: What data? i'm still waiting for the CO, we need to get moving
HXO_Cutter says:
HCEO:  What's the problem?
HCEO_Davidson says:
HXO:I am showing a unkown power bleed off in the warp core....
HCNS_Cutter says:
HXO: First, you think my brother will let you go alone again, Sam?  Second... we don't even know what "it" is.
HXO_Cutter says:
HCSO:  ::throws up his hands::  Like I'm going to argue with that!
GCNS_Smith says:
@::He looks towards the CO and then the OPS officer wondering when the Hayden CO will answer them::
HCMO_Abbott says:
:: blinks:: HTO: What must end here? I didn't hear anything...::sets back to work again, while Manning looks over her shoulder::
HXO_Cutter says:
HCEO:  Go
GFCO_Huang says:
@COM:Hayden: Hayden I repeat, our Captain insists on speaking to her, sir
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCMO: I am a telepath I mean empathic do to betazoid heratage, ma'am.
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
::Turns to look at him.::  HXO:  You realize, the captain is going to be going somewhere soon.
HCEO_Davidson says:
HOPS:Don't you dare say it I told you so. ::steps into the TL and heads for ME::
HXO_Cutter says:
HCSO:  Yeah.......  yeah, I do.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HXO, HCSO: THe bleed off could be related to the event, seems the quasar is drawing power from whereever it can get it.
HOPS_Verradi says:
COM: Ganymede: I'll see if she'll be receptive to this insistence, Ganymede. Standby.
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCMO: If this works what is the latest I can work?
Host Phil says:
Action: Energy reading goes off the scale and a green ebergy beam erupts from the Quasar and jolts both ships.
Host Phil says:
<Energy>
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
::feels the ship rock::
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
::Turns as the ship is jostled.::  HXO:  Sir... energy beam from the quasar... both ships.
GCNS_Smith says:
@::shakes a bit as the ship does:: All: What was that?
HCEO_Davidson says:
::hits the side of the lift as the door opens in ME::
HCMO_Abbott says:
::gets frustrated:: HTO: Ensign, didn't I tell you not to speak? I can't do this if you're not going to co-operate...
GFCO_Huang says:
@<GSO_Board> GCO: I'm relaying it to the GCTO, ma'am :: relays the data::
HXO_Cutter says:
::grabs his chair arms as he spins around::  HCTO:  Trace that beam back and FIRE!
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Knows he'd told the CEO so. And then he prepares to ask the Captain to come out when the Hayden's hit and the ship rocks::
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCMO: Sorry i am nervous around doctors.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
::targets the origin and fires a spread of torps::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@All: think thats what we are looking for?
GCTO_Ashworth says:
@:: Sees an energy surge. and then feels it.:: CO: Energy readings went off the scale and now this. :: Braces.::
HCMO_Abbott says:
<Manning>::moves to stand beside the HCMO and tries to inadvertantly take over her procedure::
Host HCO_Skye says:
HCNS: She will need me.  The Ganymede CO can't do this without me.  I will be the only one from the Hayden who goes, but you'll be risking the Ganymedes CO's life and the Hayden and her crew if you don't let me go.  Jayden will have to understand.  He won't like it, but he'll have to understand.
HCEO_Davidson says:
::arrives in ME::
GFCO_Huang says:
@::Tries to steady the ship:: Self: What the ...
HCMO_Abbott says:
::lets off a sigh and bats at Manning's hand:: Manning: I can do this okay?.... just keep her calm... ::motions to the TO::
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Decides now is as good a time as any to talk to the CO:: *HCO*: Captain, this is Lieutenant Verradi. The captain of the Ganymede wishes adamantly to speak with you.
HCNS_Cutter says:
HCO: But you don't even know what the threat actually is, Sam!
Host Phil says:
Action: The phasers from the Hayden show no impact
HTO_Ivanova says:
::tries thinking happy thoughs::
HCMO_Abbott says:
<Manning>::nods and goes to the TO's side:: TO: It's okay Susan... she's just trying to do her best... this kind of procedure is very tricky...
HXO_Cutter says:
HCTO:  Any results you can detect?
Host HCO_Skye says:
HCNS: And I won't unless I go.
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Moves around behind her desk:: *HOPS*: Put her through to my Ready Room
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HXO: No impact Commander.
HTO_Ivanova says:
MO:Manning: I understand just since i was joined i have been nervous about surgery.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@All: get me reports in ASAP
HXO_Cutter says:
::swears quietly::  HOPS:  Take the helm... move us into weapons range of the station.
GCNS_Smith says:
@::He looks over more information on his console trying to see what exactly is going on::
HOPS_Verradi says:
COM: Ganymede: This is the Hayden. We're putting you through to the Captain's ready room. ::Reroutes the transmission::
HCMO_Abbott says:
::waits for the stimulator to finish healing the TO's vertebrae before healing the injured tendons with the internal dermal regenerator::
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Is already at the helm, so moving to weapons range is a cinch.:: HXO: Aye sir.
HCNS_Cutter says:
::shakes head:: HCO: Not an acceptable argument, Captain.
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
::Her fingers lightly dance across the counsel as she sorts through the data and feeds the computer coponents she is considering.::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HCSO: How soon before the quasars gravity takes effect to us?
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Sets her hands on the edge of her desk and leans in toward her viewer.::
HCEO_Davidson says:
*HXO*:Sir....the power fall off is getting worse...I can't find the leak.....It's like the core is bleeding....i just can't find the cut.
GFCO_Huang says:
@:: checks all navigational and engine systems:: GCO: Everything seems green, ma'am The Hayden Captain is on the com , ma'am
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@::Looks a little shaken:: *HCO*: SO we finish this...any suggestions?
HCMO_Abbott says:
<Manning>::smiles calmly:: TO: That's understandable.. this should put you back on the straight and narrow... you're neck will be stiff for a few days... but you'll be ready to get back to work if you see fit
HXO_Cutter says:
*HCEO*  You're going to have to Jay
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
HXO:  Commander... in case it was not mentioned... those sword are linked to the telepathy...  or someone is using them as a link.  ::Does not look at him.::
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCMO: I can go to the bridge now?
HCNS_Cutter says:
*HXO*: Jayden... they're going to try again, regardless of what I say... ::quietly::
HXO_Cutter says:
HCSO:  I kind of figured.  What are you suggesting.
GCTO_Ashworth says:
@CO: Minimal damage, but shields are bleeding off slowly.
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
::Sighs::  HCTO:  You are out of time... ::Looks at him.::  30 seconds.
HTO_Ivanova says:
<edit add ma'am>
HCEO_Davidson says:
*HXO*:I will do my best Commander....But if it gets to bad i may have to either eject the core or....shut it down. I'll get back to you.
HCNS_Cutter says:
::could throttle that dang kitty for putting the GCO through::
Host HCO_Skye says:
*GCO*: I'm not even on my bridge at the moment......I'm trying to convince my Counselor to even let me finish this mission........any words of wisdom to convince her?  ::Looks up at Kayla and then back down at the viewer.::
GCNS_Smith says:
@::He looks at the viewer as the two CO's speak::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HXO: Sir the quasar will have us in its gravity well in 30 seconds, we need to pull back.
HXO_Cutter says:
*HCNS*  ::just as quietly::  I know Kay.  I've moved back to the station.  I think they may be the only ones that can stop this.
HCMO_Abbott says:
<Manning> ::shakes his head:: TO: Not yet... gotta wait for her go ahead....::watches her carefully... noticing her hands are shaking a bit::
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Notes the little indicator marking distance from the quasar:: HXO: All right, sir. We're within weapons range.
HCMO_Abbott says:
<edit in "her" to "the CMO's">
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCMO: Dr. Abbot can I go back to the bridge and will?
HCNS_Cutter says:
*HXO*: You're suggesting we let them continue reacting to the desires of this alien weapon??
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@*HCO*: Oh...i never gave my CNS a choice....its fight and win, or many are going to die for nothing, shouldn't that be reason enough?
HXO_Cutter says:
HOPS:  Close to transporter range.
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
HXO:  We are working with so little knowledge here.  We could break the link by destroying the swords.  We might use the swords to 'cut' through the link.  Or... it might be important to allow the captain to follow through with whatever needs to be done.
GCNS_Smith says:
@::Raises an eyebrow at Joey::
HXO_Cutter says:
*HCNS*  Let her go Kay.
Host Phil says:
Action: A second energy beam lashes out and shakes both ships again.
HOPS_Verradi says:
<Change "quasar" to "station">
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@GCNS: Scan the outpost will ya? ::Smiles innocenlty::
Host HCO_Skye says:
*GCO*: I think so.....
HTO_Ivanova says:
HMO: Mannig think she will let me back to the bridge?
Host HCO_Skye says:
*GCO*: What's the status.
GFCO_Huang says:
@<OPS_Scanner>GCO: Everything normal and no casualties, just slightly shaken, ma'am
Host HCO_Skye says:
<.=?>
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
::feels the ship rock again::
HCNS_Cutter says:
::throws up her hands:: *HXO*: It's your decision.
HOPS_Verradi says:
HXO: Aye sir. ::Pushes the ship just a bit further into transporter range:: Done.
HCMO_Abbott says:
<Manning>::nods:: TO: I'm sure she will... as soon as the procedure is done...
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
::Falls backward against her console and turns around.::  HXO:  Another strike.
HXO_Cutter says:
*HCNS*  That's the scary part Kay....  I don't really think it is.
GCNS_Smith says:
@::Gives Joey a stern look as he shakes. He moves to the science station and looks over information from the outpost::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@*HCO*: Our shields are bleeding a bit, but i'm not sure how long we can keep getting hit, You?
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Falls back into her chair as the ship rocks.::
Host Phil says:
Action: A voice is heard again, but this time somewhat different
HCNS_Cutter says:
HCO: Apparently the HXO has changed his mind....  have at it, Sam.  Just don't kill yourself, k?  My brother wouldn't recover.
HXO_Cutter says:
*HCO*  Sam...  report to the transporter room.  We are in transporter range of the station.
Host Phil says:
~~~This will be the end of your line~~~
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
::sighs::
HCMO_Abbott says:
::grips the sides of the console as the ship rocks and swears outloud:: Self: Crikey! How can I do this with the ruddy ship getting thrown about like that
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Nods to the CNS:: CNS: I won't......
GCTO_Ashworth says:
@:: Braces again.:: CO: Another wake up call, Captain.
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
::Looks up slightly annoyed that something could breach her mental shields.  Focuses on the voice and mutters::  If I could only lock onto my brain...
HCEO_Davidson says:
Computer:Run a diognostic on the Magnetic Constrictors....are they damaged?
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@::Looks around for the voice:: *HCO*: there it is again..
GCNS_Smith says:
@::Raises an eyebrow at the voice:: Self: Great... just great.
GFCO_Huang says:
@::holds on and tries to compensate for the violent shaking::
HCNS_Cutter says:
::shakes her head and exits the RR, still not good with this decision:: HXO: For the record, I hate this plan...
HCMO_Abbott says:
::hears the computer bleep:: TO: Lucky for you, your vertebrae is healed...
Host HCO_Skye says:
*GCO*: It is.......Do you think we could beam into the quasar?  The solution isn't on the station.
HCNS_Cutter says:
::flops into her seat oh so gracefully::
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCMO: Can I go to the bridge ma'am?
GCNS_Smith says:
@GCO: The energy readings from the Outpost is rather high. There are some lifesigns, however I cannot give you an exact number.
Cap (~ltregnum@hide-28A4B98.client.comcast.net) has left the conversation.
HXO_Cutter says:
HCNS:  You and me both....
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Hates the plan too, but he isn't going to say anything. Not today. Not when he agrees with the CNS. Much too painful to admit::
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
::Knows her commander is not going to like this::  HXO:  Another voice... possibly.  It says this will be the end of your line... or whose ever.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@*HCO*: Are you sure, energy readings are higher on the outpost now...can't we just blow it up?
GFCO_Huang says:
@<OPS_Scanner> GCO: Ma'am I am reading some lifesigns still on the station and realy high energy spikes, ma'am
HCNS_Cutter says:
::looks at him for a second and then just nods::  HXO: Yeah... she promised to not get killed if that helps.
CIV_Captain_Turner (~CIV_Capta@2D69C776.6FC1E33A.3C1A0624.IP) has joined the conversation.
HXO_Cutter says:
HCSO:  ::raises his eyebrows::  Our line....  or the bad guys?
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HXO: Suggest we put the station between us and the quasar sir.
HCMO_Abbott says:
::grits her teeth in frustration and opens the dome:: HTO: Yes fine... go... your neck will be stiff for a day or two... come back to me if you need any pain killers... ::waves her hand as she leaves the console and heads into her cubicle::
Host HCO_Skye whispers to Phil:
Am I totally off in asking to beam into the quasar, Phil?
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@GCNS: Get me more info please.
HCMO_Abbott says:
<Manning>::helps the TO up off the biobed:: TO: How do you feel, Ensign?
Host HCO_Skye says:
*GCO*: We can try......but we both knew the answer wasn't there....
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
HXO:  One of these days you are going to ask me an easy question, right?
HCEO_Davidson says:
*HXO*:Sir...the core seems to be some how stable.....but reduction in shields at 20%
HTO_Ivanova says:
MO: Manning other then a stiff neck fine.
GCTO_Ashworth says:
@CO: Shields have dropped to 80%. We need to do something quickly.
GCNS_Smith says:
@GCO: I do not believe there is any more to give... ::He tries to dig a bit deeper::
HTO_Ivanova says:
::leaves the sick bay and enters teh turbolift::
HTO_Ivanova says:
Computer: Bridge
Host HCO_Skye says:
*GCO*: Or......we could give it a go again.
HCMO_Abbott says:
<Manning>::smirks:: HTO: That's to be expected... let us know if it gets really bad won't you? You should be clear to go now
HXO_Cutter says:
HCTO:  Let's see where we're going first
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Heaves a sigh of relief at news--as reported from his station, not the CEO--that the core isn't going to kill itself just yet::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@*HCO*: No, but maybe what its getting its power from is on the outpost
HXO_Cutter says:
HCEO:  Redirect aux power to the shields
HTO_Ivanova says:
::arrives at bridge and exits turbo lift:: HCO: I was thinking if we beam the sword outside the ship and fire all weapons at it.
HTO_Ivanova says:
<eidt at captain>
GCNS_Smith says:
@GCO: I suggest you two go to the Outpost. I believe the source of energy is there.
Host HCO_Skye says:
*GCO*: We can try.......I'm on my way to the transporter room.  I'll meet you on the station.
HCEO_Davidson says:
*HXO*:Tranfering Power to shields.....now only 12% drop.....
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCO: I can be n a away mission now.
HTO_Ivanova says:
<edit add captain>
GFCO_Huang says:
@GCO: Ma'am I am trying to stabelise but the computer cant react as fast, ma'am I propose we try a different angle, ma'am
Host GCO_Matisse says:
*HCO*: Meet you there, how many you bringing?
HTO_Ivanova says:
<edit out action
Host HCO_Skye says:
*GCO*: No one.
HCMO_Abbott says:
<Manning>::sighs as he watches Jaimie sit to her desk:: CMO: Everything okay?
HTO_Ivanova says:
HXO: Commander cutter I was thinking if we beem the swords out and fire everything we have at them.
HTO_Ivanova says:
::heads to tactical 2::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@*HCO*: Same here.
Host HCO_Skye says:
GCO: I'll see you there.  Same beam in coordinates.
Host HCO_Skye says:
<*GCO*:>
GCNS_Smith says:
@::Raises an eyebrow and looks towards Joey:: GCO: Excuse me Captain?
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@GCNS: I have to go....CTO: You have the bridge, work with the hayden, and leave if you have too
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
::stays silent, just observing what is going on::
HXO_Cutter says:
HTO:  And what if they're linked to the Captain... what do you think that will do to her?
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@::Heads tot he TL::
GCTO_Ashworth says:
@CO: Aye Captain, and be careful Joey.
HTO_Ivanova says:
HXO: Might break the hold of her sir.
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Heads out of her RR to the TL.:: HXO: Jayden I'm leaving.  When I get back to the station, beam the sword to me.
HXO_Cutter says:
HOPS:  Move us so that the station is between us and the quasar....  keep us in transporter range of the outpost
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Prepares some very basic evasive maneuvering plans just in case the fighting gets more intense than one shot... two shot... maybe another shot... etc.::
HXO_Cutter says:
HCO:  WAit a sec Sam
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@CTO: thank you. ::Raises her sword::
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Pauses for a brief moment.:: HXO: The Gany Captain is waiting for me.  Make it quick.
GCNS_Smith says:
@::Sighs a bit.. he could order her unfit for duty so she wouldn't go over. But he knew that she needed to do this::
HCMO_Abbott says:
::sips at her coffee mug:: Manning: Yes Vince, I'm fine okay? That was a pretty tense situation and I got nervous....
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HCO: Captain...may the War spirits guide you.
HOPS_Verradi says:
HXO: Yes sir. ::Complies with the direction of the XO and moves the ship so that the station blocks the quasar::
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCO: Captain, you should have a escort.
HXO_Cutter says:
HCO:  ::quietly:  Sam...  I hope to hell you know what you're doing.  But hear this... if this ship is seriously endangered, I will blow that station with you on her if needed.  Don't make me do that.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@:: Nods to Chris as the door closes, and heads for the TR::
HCNS_Cutter says:
::lets out a deep sigh and prays she doesn't come to regret the decision...::
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
All:  I know this may appear a judgemental call, but I belive we are working with two entities here.  The swords, which 'feel' good and another... I am going to take a shot in the dark and say the Orb, which 'feels' bad.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HTO: Not today Ensign, this is her path to take.
HCEO_Davidson says:
Computer:What is the current power drain on the core???
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Glances back at the CO, knowing he wanted to voice his protest, but knowing also that he never would. My is he crisp today::
HCMO_Abbott says:
<Manning>::nods:: CMO: I know, it's just that it's not like you to get nervous... ::eyes the coffee mug::
GFCO_Huang says:
@GCTO: Sir, I believe if we devide the attention of the orb the beam might get weaker so I suggest to go directly opposite of the Hayden, sir
Host Phil says:
Action: A third strike jumps from the Quasar and rocks both ships again, shields continue to fall
HCMO_Abbott says:
::feels the ship rock and is thrown from her desk::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
::shakes his head:: HCSO: We cannot take much more of this.
GCNS_Smith says:
@::Feels the ship shake again. He listens to Haung as he gives a suggestion::
HTO_Ivanova says:
HXO: What if we use a warp core to cause a explosion?
HCMO_Abbott says:
<Manning>::gets tossed to the floor::
HCEO_Davidson says:
::holds on::Self:What the heck.....*HXO*:Sir....we can't take much more of this sir.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@::Races to the TR and on to the padd:: *CTO*: If the ship is in danger, you back the ship off...now transport me over please
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Stepping away from the TL......she whispers.:: HXO: You do what you need to, but I don't intend to let you kill me.  ::She pauses for a moment.:: I love you. ::Steps back in the TL as the strike hits tossing her agains the back wall.::  She regains her footing and orders the TL to the transporter room.
GCTO_Ashworth says:
@:: Braces in the Captains chair. .:: FCO: A good idea let's try it and get me the Hayden.
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
::Has the sense she has wandered into one of grandfathers stories.::  HCTO:  No we cannot.  After the beaming, I suggest we back out of range.
HXO_Cutter says:
HCO:  ::whispers::  back atcha
GFCO_Huang says:
@::holds on:: GCTO: I am not sure we can take manu more of this, but I am sure you know that better than I do, sir
HXO_Cutter says:
HOPS:  Do as the Captain said... beam her to the planet, then beam the sword to her.
Host Phil says:
Action: Containment fields drop 2 % in response to the beam
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Is glad he couldn't hear the Captain's last words. They would have brought him to tears despite all of his crispness::
HXO_Cutter says:
*HCEO*  Hang in there Jay
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@::Sighs:: *CNS*: Takes care of Max k...:: looks at the sword::
GCTO_Ashworth says:
@*CO*: Aye Captain. Beaming you over now. :: Initiates transport.::
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Arrives in the Transporter Room.:: *HXO*: I"m ready to beam over........
HOPS_Verradi says:
HXO: Yes sir.
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCSO: would a anti-matter explosion destroy the core of teh station?
HXO_Cutter says:
*HCO*  Good luck Sam
HCMO_Abbott says:
::gets back on her chair and picks up the spilled mug of coffee:: Self: Crikey... all over my desk too...
HCEO_Davidson says:
HXO*:Containment Field droped 2% sir...
HOPS_Verradi says:
<Edit action to say "Is fortunate" instead of "Is glad">
GCNS_Smith says:
@*GCO*: I won't need to take care of Max. You will be back soon.
Host HCO_Skye says:
*HXO*: You too.
GFCO_Huang says:
@::keys in the commands:: GCTO: Aye, Sir. COM: Hayden: Please hold for our CTO.
HXO_Cutter says:
HOPS:  Energize
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HXO: After we beam her over we need to back away Commander.
HCMO_Abbott says:
<Manning>::gets to his feet and heads over to help her sop up the spill::
HTO_Ivanova says:
<edit add ma'am.
HXO_Cutter says:
HCTO:  Acknowledged
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
HTO:  I think, as Nightcloud has said, we must leave this one in the hands of the captains, it is their path, they have been the ones chosen.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
#::Arrives on the outpost and looks around::
GFCO_Huang says:
@GCTO: Ready to engage, and the Hayden on the line, sir
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Sighs and initiates transport:: HXO: One beamed to the station. ::Then transports the sword near to the CO's coordinates:: Followed by a sword.
Host HCO_Skye says:
#::Materializes on the Station.:: *HXO*: Jayden.......the sword.
HXO_Cutter says:
HOPS:  Move us off Verradi...  past the distance we first were attacked.
GCNS_Smith says:
@::He perks his ears up hoping that the FCO's plan will work::
HCMO_Abbott says:
::doesn't look up at him:: Manning: Don't worry... it was just coffee...
HXO_Cutter says:
HCSO:  I think you're right about your "feeling"  At least I hope so....  that's why I'm sending her back down.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
::watches the outpost get smaller::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
#::Jogs over to the HCO:: HCO: Glad you made it.
HCEO_Davidson says:
Computer:Bring Warp Core Ejection Sub Routines online and put them on stand by...Authorization Davidson Alpha 12 Beta Charlie Confirmed?
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
::Nods::  HXO:  So now we wait.
Host Phil says:
Action: They materialize a short distance from the outpost reactor section. A green glow shines from the room
GCTO_Ashworth says:
@FCO: Wait for my mark. COM: Hayden XO: We have a theory that might help both of out. I'll have my FCO send you the specifics. FCO: If you would please.
HXO_Cutter says:
HCNS:  ::whispers::  If I just killed her Kay.....
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Is about to comment or object or something, but he knows that the ship can't take another hit, so he quickly turns the Hayden around and moves her out beyond the first place they were hit at full impulse::
Host HCO_Skye says:
#GCO: You too.......at least we have each other.
HOPS_Verradi says:
HXO: We're moving away, sir.
HXO_Cutter says:
HOPS:  Very well
HCNS_Cutter says:
HXO: Then it was my mistake for not relieving her of duty. ::takes the possible blame away from him::  But I know, Jayd...
Host GCO_Matisse says:
#::Nods and smiles:: HCO: Lets do this...::Looks around::
GFCO_Huang says:
@GCTO: Aye, sir ::sends the plan outlining to be on opposite sides of the orb to devide its attention and energy::
HXO_Cutter says:
*HCEO*  We're moving away...  let me know if the readings stabilize.
HTO_Ivanova says:
::neck pain::
Host HCO_Skye says:
#::Now holding her sword, she leans forward a bit as she walks.:: GCO: You got it......
Quchant (~quchant@oper.acalltoduty.com) has joined the conversation.
Host Phil says:
Action: The Swords gems begin to shine and pulse a bright red
Host Quchant (~quchant@oper.acalltoduty.com) has left the conversation.
GCTO_Ashworth says:
@Sees the Hayden moving away.:: FCO: Engage. Looks like they're on the same page.
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
:: Keeps a lock on the swords and the captain, not sure what she could do other then help the first officer mentally.::
GFCO_Huang says:
@GCTO: Information send, sir COM:Hayden: Have you recieved my transmission?
Host HCO_Skye says:
#GCO: Follow the blinking gems.........
Host GCO_Matisse says:
#HCO: There they go again...
HTO_Ivanova says:
::keeps a scan on the station::
Host Phil says:
Action: Energy readings begin to climb again
Host GCO_Matisse says:
#::Holds the sword in front of her::
HCEO_Davidson says:
*HXO*:Sir....Energy Readins are climbing again
Phil is now known as Orb.
HXO_Cutter says:
*HCEO*  Be specific damnit!  What energy readings?
GFCO_Huang says:
@<OPS_Scanner> GCTO: Sir the energy on the station is climbing again but I have a lock on the CO, sir
Host HCO_Skye says:
#GCO: See it.........the greenish.......glow for lack of a better word?
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HXO: From the outpost and the quasar I think.
HCMO_Abbott says:
<Manning>::tosses the mug in the recycler:: CMO: I didn't say anything...
GCTO_Ashworth says:
@FCO: Back us off and opposite the Hayden, but maintain a lock at all costs.
Host Orb says:
Action: The two Captains finnally see the orb, and shield their eyes from it's bright glow
GCNS_Smith says:
@::Hears the OPS officer and hopes that everything is ok over there::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@::Tries to keep her thoughts on the task at hand, but is worried:: HCO: I'm going to hate the colour green after this...
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCTO: What do you need sir?
HCMO_Abbott says:
Manning: But you were thinking it... ::head to the replicator and orders another coffee, this time with a cover for her mug::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HTO: Nothing at the moment, we just wait.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
#::Covers her eyes from the light with her free hand::
Host Orb says:
~~~You cannot be, Tarrna I killed long ago, but you have the Swords.~~~
Host HCO_Skye says:
#GCO: I never did like the color.......whoever said it's supposed to be calming was terribly wrong.....::Squints a bit as they approach the light.::
HXO_Cutter says:
HOPS:  Put us right at the edge of transporter range.
GFCO_Huang says:
@GCTO: Aye, sir ::maneuvers the ship in the desired position::
HCEO_Davidson says:
*HXO*:Sorry Sir....Checking Commander.
Host HCO_Skye says:
#~~~Orb: We may not be Tarna, but we do have the swords.......and we will deal with you.~~~
Host GCO_Matisse says:
#Orb: Shes in our blood, we are her are we not
GFCO_Huang says:
@<OPS_Scanner> GCTO: I am trying to maintain a secondary lock on the Haydens captain, just in case, sir.
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCSO: Did you here something again?
HOPS_Verradi says:
HXO: I can do that, sir. But that will also but us close enough to be attacked, just so you're aware. ::As he finishes, he turns the Hayden around again and gets back into transporter range, feeling quite relieved::
CIV_Captain_Turner (~CIV_Capta@2D69C776.6FC1E33A.3C1A0624.IP) has left the conversation.
GCTO_Ashworth says:
@OPS: Perfect.
Host HCO_Skye says:
#::Approaches the light as it grows in intensity......her sword held out in front of her.::
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
::Looks over her shoulder.::  HXO:  Do you want me to share or would you rather not know?
HCMO_Abbott says:
<Manning>::sighs and doesn't say a word as a patient slips into sickbay and heads out to help him::
HCMO_Abbott says:
::sits at her desk and watches as Manning's back is turned::
HTO_Ivanova says:
<edit in mam
Host Orb says:
Action: A beam lashes out at both Captains and explodes in a flash of Green and red.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
#orb: the line will not stop here! ::Follows beside the captain::
HXO_Cutter says:
HCSO:  As tempting as that is...  share.
GFCO_Huang says:
@GCTO: We are in position, sir
Host HCO_Skye says:
#::Holds up her sword to absorb the flash::
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Establishes a lock on the HCO and her sword once they get back in range of the station::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
#::Goes to a knee to absorb the blast::
Host HCO_Skye says:
#::Rushes the orb yelling as she goes.::
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
::Nods::  HXO:  This is what I am hearing from the Orb.  You cannot be Tarrna I killed long ago, but you have the swords.
GFCO_Huang says:
@<OPS_Scanner> GCTO: High energy spikes in the captains vacinity and the heartrate just increased, sir
Host GCO_Matisse says:
#::Stands and charges the orb, going at a full run::
Host HCO_Skye says:
#::Wields the sword in a slicing motion.::
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCSO: I am hearing the same thing ma'am.
GCNS_Smith says:
@::Listens intently to the OPS officer.. wanting to know what is going on exactly::
GCTO_Ashworth says:
@:: Looks at his sensors and sees a spike from the power room on the station.:: CMO: Hayden: All: It has begun.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
#::Brings the sword down with a forcfull swin::
Host Orb says:
Action: The Captains attack swinging the swords, which jump to life and push the Orb away in a shower of sparks.
Host Orb says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
HCSO_SoTsoh says:
HXO:  Nothing more at the moment... it has gone quiet.  ::Does not believe that is good.::
Host Orb says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host GCO_Matisse (~kate@hide-357C59.wp.shawcable.net) has left the conversation.
Host HCO_Skye (~actdree@hide-1FDD1AE5.chcgilgm.dynamic.covad.net) has left the conversation.
HTO_Ivanova is now known as kyle.

